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1. INTRODUCTION
Designer' s work in a mill itself comes from strategie aims of production, we can hardly speak 
about free creation. Although a designer is limited in a way, he/she has some possibilities to apply 
his/her creative objectives. As far as patterning is concerned, you always start from particular existing 
technology in a mill, it means from production of a yarn to weaving and knitting up to a final finishing 
of textiles, this reality is met with an idea and opinion whicp has a certain target. In our conditions it 
means a certain type of textile with a particular pattem application in a certain clothing product. 
Sometimes the target is given ·to a designer, but more often a designer searches for new ideas 
himself/herself. It is beneficial for a producer to give an employee tlie highest possible volume of 
inspiration. Work ofdesigners mainly includes searching for and finding this abstract idea. This one is 
then adapted to particular production possibilities and a new pattern is created as well as a product. 
2. TEXTILE DESIGN
A designer is not only an innovator in his/her relation to seasonal fashion offer, but he/she also 
gives incentives for new technical and technological outcomes. He/she can also contribute to their 
selection and introduction into practice. A textile design is an overall look including the textile 
construction and pattem is only a drawing on textile's surface. 
Specific demands on patterning are determined by machines in the mills, starting from aesthetic 
and artistic realization with coloured or bond pattem, up to technical parameters of textile as are e.g. 
width, area weight and also elasticity, breaking elongation, strength and other. In the mills in which 
are the completed parts or· the whole products made on the machines, designer is a creator of a textile 
pattem and at the same time the creator of the whole product. In the mi lis where is production sold by 
meter, designer creates a textile pattem which is intended for the further creative processing 
performed by ready-made clothes; designer is up to a finished product. It means that for production 
sold by meter, a pattem and colourfulness for given fashion season must be set earlier. 
Creation of a design starts with the choice of material for a yarn or silic. One of the most 
important categories is the colour of a yarn and its construction, raw material, the way of spinning, the 
number of twisiings, woolliness, filling, if the spun yarn it is smoothness and effect and etc . We can 
say that a yarn itself has got its design which in fact decides about a textile design. 
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